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　　Abstract　　Modal logics are good candidates for a formal theory of agen ts.The ef ficiency of reasoning method in modal logics is

very important , because i t determines w hether or not the reasoning method can be w idely used in system s based on agent.In this paper ,

w e modi fy the extension rule theorem proving method w e presented before , and then apply it t o P-logic that is t ranslated f rom modal logic

by funct ional t ransformat ion.At last , w e give the proof of i ts soundness and completeness.
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　　Since automated theorem proving w as introduced

in the 1950s , it has been matured into one of the

most advanced areas of computer science.The resolu-
tion method is one of the most distinguished and most

w idely applied methods in theorem proving (TP).
Resolution based TP tries to deduce the empty clause

to check the unsat isf iabili ty of clause set .But ex ten-
sion rule based TP

[ 1]
proceeds inversely to resolution.

Namely , ex tension rule based TP checks the unsatis-
f iabili ty by deducing the set of clauses consist ing of all

the maximum terms.Therefo re , i t is a new theorem

proving method.

Modal logics play impo rtant roles in modern logic

and are applied widely.For years , modal logics have

been applied in areas outside pure logic , such as

know ledge representation , logics of prog rams , com-
putational linguistics and agent based systems.It is

accepted that multi-agent sy stems are impo rtant in

many areas in computer science.Modal logics are

g ood candidates for a formal theory that can be help-
ful for the specif ication , development , and even the

execution of agents[ 2] .Now there has been much re-
search in this aspect , including reasoning meth-
ods[ 3—6] , interactions[ 7—9] and general f rame-
works[ 10 , 11] , etc.

We have ex tended the reasoning method in clas-
sical logic to modal logics st raight forward in previous

research wo rk.In order to solve the problem that

there are too many redundant symbols in the modal

resolution systems in Refs.[ 12] and [ 13] , we de-
fined a kind of weak subsumption relation on modal

clauses and a delet ion st rategy using this w eak sub-
sumption relation for modal resolution[ 14] .But in re-
spect of reducing the complexity , the st rategy does

more about space and lit tle about time.Therefore ,
we presented the marked modal resolution in proposi-
tional modal logic D[ 15] , and solved the f law s includ-
ing too many redundant symbols and low efficiency.
Moreover , we applied i t to first-order modal logic

successfully
[ 16]

.After that w e established the marked

modal resolution systems in propositional modal logic

K , K 4 , D4 , T and S 4[ 17] .In fact , the mark is

similar to the w orld-path
[ 18 , 19]

, but the w orld-path is

more precise than the mark.

In this paper , we w ill ex tend the ex tension rule

method to modal logics by translation method.We

first improve the extension rule algorithm , and then

present the ex tension rule based TP in modal logics

and prove its soundness and completeness.At last ,
we explain the modal extension rule by an example

and give a conclusion.

1　Improved extension rule method

We run back over the central idea of the exten-
sion rule based TP at fi rst .The details can be found

in Ref .[ 1] .The ex tension rule method uses the in-
verse of resolut ion together w ith the inclusion-exclu-
sion principle to solve TP problems.The set of all the



maximum terms is unsatisfiable.Once a set of clauses

deduces i t , we can decide that the clause set is unsat-
isfiable , and the deduction method used here is called

ex tension rule.While the resolution method goes this

w ay:Since the empty clause is unsatisfiable , once a

set of clauses deduces an empty clause , we can decide

that i t is unsatisfiable , and the deduction method used

is resolution.The extension rule method is more ef fi-
cient w hen the clause set includes more complemen-
tary li terals.Thus , i t can be considered , in a sense ,
to be a method dual to resolution.The ex tension rule

is defined as follow s.

Definition 1.Given a clause C and a set , C′
={C ∨ a , C ∨ 」a “ a” is an atom , a ∈ , “」a”
and “ a” do not appear in C}.We call the operation

process f rom C to C′the ex tension rule on C.We

call C′the result of the ex tension rule.

The ex tension rule algorithm (ER)in proposi-
tion log ic is given in Ref.[ 1] .Here w e make some

modif ications to improve the algori thm' s ef ficiency.
There are some clauses in the clause set having noth-
ing to do wi th the satisfiability of the clause set , such
as the clause containing pure literal and the clause im-
plied by o ther clauses , etc.Hence , these clauses can

be deleted.First of all , we use several rules in DP al-
go rithm[ 20] to simplify the clause set , namely , we

delete the literals o r clauses unrelated to the satisf ia-
bility .Then we check the satisfiability .The rules are

listed below.

Tautology rule:Deleting all the tautologies in

clause set .Let the surplus clause set be ′.Then
is unsatisfiable if and only if ′is unsat isf iable.

Definition 2.Say the literal L in clause set is

pure if and only if 」L is no t in .

Pure-l iteral rule:If the literal L in the clause

set is pure then delete all the clauses including L .
Let the surplus clause set be ′.(a)If ′is empty

then is satisfiable;(b)otherw ise ′is unsatisfi-
able.

Definition 3.C1 and C2 are any tw o clauses in

the clause set , say C1 includes C2 if every literal in

C1 is also in C2.

Inclusion rule:Suppose C1 and C2 are two

clauses in the clause set , where C1 includes C2.
Delet ing the clause C2 f rom and let the surplus

clause set be ′, then is unsatisfiable if and only if

′is unsatisfiable.

Denote tautology rule by RT , pure-literal rule by
RP , inclusion rule by RI , and let RL ={RT , RP ,
RI}, we give the improved ex tension rule algori thm

in proposi tional logic.

Algorithm ER1

(1)Let ={C1 , C2 , …, Cn}.
While sat isf ies any rule in RL

Loop

1∶= the clause set obtained by using RL

to deal w ith

If 1 is empty then return satisfiability

∶= 1

Endloop

(2)Suppose ={C1 , C2 , … , Cn} and let

(  =m)be its set of atoms.

1)i∶=1 , sum∶=0 ,

2)while i<=n
Loop

For all sets L that contain i clauses

Loop

　Union∶= the union of all the clauses in L

　If there are no complementary li terals in

Union then number∶=2
m- Union 

　Else number ∶=0

　If i mod 2=1 then sum∶=sum+number

　Else sum∶=sum -number

Endloop

If i mod 2=0 and sum=2m then return un-
satisfiable

Else if i mod 2=1 and sum<2
m
then return

satisfiable

i∶=i+1
Endloop

(3)If sum =2
m
then return unsatisf iable

Else return satisfiable

Theorem 1.Algo rithm ER1 is sound and com-
plete for proposition logic theorem proving.

Proof.It has been proved that tautology rule ,
pure-literal rule and inclusion rule canno t change the

unsat isf iabili ty of the primary clause set[ 20] .Thus by
the soundness and completeness of algo rithm ER[ 1] ,
the soundness and completeness of algo rithm ER1 is

st raightforw ard.Q.E.D.
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2　Functional translation method

The idea of contex t is explicit o r implicit in vari-
ous systems proposed for modal logics.Occurrences of

the same li teral may not mean the same thing in dif-
ferent contex ts , and one solution is functional t ransla-
tion

[ 12 , 13]
.It eliminates the modal logic operato rs

from modal log ic fo rmulae by shifting the modal con-
text information to the term level.The formulae in

the translated syntax can be brought into conjunctive

normal fo rm.Therefore , the functional translation

can be combined with reasoning methods directly ,
but special modal unification algorithms are needed.
The method w orks for f irst-order modal logics with

the tw o operators ◆ and ◎, and w ith constant-do-
main Kripke semantics where the accessibili ty relation

is serial and may have any combination of the follow-
ing properties:reflexivity , symmetry and transitivi-
ty.In particular , the quantified versions of the modal

sy stems T , S 4 , S 5 , B , D , D4 and DB can be

treated.

In order to limit the syntactic variety of modal

logics(without loss of expressiveness), we only con-
sider modal logic formulae in negat ion form.There is

a special normal form for modal logic S 5 , i.e.all for-
mulae in S 5 can be reduced to have at most one nest-
ed modal operator (“modal degree” one).In the se-
quel w e shall assume that for S 5 interpretat ions all

formulae have been reduced to this normal form.

An example is given at first such that this

method can be understood intuitively .

Example 1.Using functional t ranslat ion to

translate the formulae:◎◎ x (◎P (x)∧ ◆
Q(x)).

◎From the initial w orld (say “ 0”)there is an

accessible w orld a ,

◎ from a there is an accessible w orld b ,

 x such that fo r all x ,

(◎ there is a wo rld c , accessible from b (but
depending on x , therefore c(x)),

P(x)such that P(x)holds , where P is inter-
preted in w orld c(x),

∧ and for all worlds u which are accessible f rom

b ,

Q(x))Q(x)holds , where Q is interpreted in

w orld u.

The functional transformat ion records these

w orlds a , b , c(x)and u explicitly and at taches

them as addi tional “world-path” argument to the

predicate and function symbols.Hence , the context

in which terms and atoms are interpreted can be rec-
ognized directly f rom this argument .The above for-
mula is translated into  x(P [ 0abc(x)] (x)∧
 uQ [ 0abu] (x))w ith the intuitive meaning:For
all x , P(x)holds in all wo rlds w hich are accessible

via the paths 0 a b c(x)and for all admissible w orlds

u , Q(x)holds in all w orlds which are accessible via

the paths 0 a b u.

P-logics(“P” for predicate logic style)are syn-
tactic variants of modal logics where the modal opera-
to rs are replaced by “world-terms” .In order to pre-
serve the possible wo rlds semantics for P-logic fo rmu-
lae , a wo rld-term must denote a w orld but not a do-
main element.This suggests to formulate P-logic as a
two-sorted logic w ith the two disjoint sorts D (for
Domain)and W (for World).

Suppose P =(VD , FD , P ,0 , VW , FW)is a sig-
nature of P-logic , where VD is a set of D-variable
symbols , FD is a set of D-valued function symbols(0
place D-valued function denotes D-valued constant),
P is a set of predicate symbols , 0 is a W-valued con-
stant symbol(deno ting the ini tial world), VW is a set

of W-variable symbols and FW is a set of W-valued
function symbols.Any tuple of the follow ing form

(D, , σ, R , θ, μ)is a P-interpretation for P ,
where D is a nonempty set , the domain of discourse ,
is a nonempty set of D-signature interpretations

(the elements of are the “worlds”), R is a relat ion

on ×, σis a D-variable assignment , θis a W-
signature interpretation that assigns values to 0 and

the W-valued function symbols , and μis a W-vari-
able assignment that assigns to each W-variable a one

place wo rld access function.An n-place w orld access

function g is a mapping g:×D
n
※such that for

every ∑ ∈ and a1 , … , an ∈D:R(∑ , g(∑ , a1 ,
… , an))holds.When we translate the modal logic

signature into P-logic signature and the modal logic

fo rmulae into P-logic formulae , we translate the sig-
nature fi rst ly and terms and formulae secondly.

Theorem 2.[ 13] F is a satisfiable modal logic if

and only if the P-formula translated f rom F is P-sat-
isf iable.
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Since the P-logic syntax contains no existential

quantifier and no modal operators , a translation of an

arbit rary formula to an equivalent set of clauses is es-
sentially the same as in predicate logic , but w ithout

the need to skolemize.

Definition 4.Given an accessibility relation R ,
a substitution τis called R-compatible if and only if

either R is t ransit ive (there is no rest riction fo r tran-
sitive interpretations)or every substitution compo-
nent for W-variables has the form:u  ※λ(w)g(w ,
s1 , …, sk)or u  ※λ(w)g-1(w , s1 , … , sk)in case

R is symmetric , o r u  ※λ(w)w in case R is reflex-
ive.

Definition 5.Terms of a translated modal logic

formula are pref ix-stable , if they have the property

that all occurrences of a W-variable have identical

subterms.

Prefix-stable prevents the unification algo rithms

for t ransitive interpretations from becoming infini tary

and there are no double occurrences of a W-variable
at the toplevel of a w orld-path in the unif icat ion algo-
rithms.

Definition 6.A term f
C
(t 1 , …, tm)w ithout a

W-term as a first argument is called a CW-term.

We explain the idea of unifying the accessibility

relation with all kinds of properties briefly.One can

refer to Refs.[ 12] and [ 13] for details.The unifica-
tion alg orithms for P-logic terms w ork on the w orld-
path syntax.The unif ication of world-path that must

produce R-compatible substitutions is therefore the

only difference to unification of first-order predicate

logic terms.The input of the unification algorithm is

tw o terms s and t as well as a relationship R , where

s and t are ei ther empty lists or two prefix-stable
terms o r atoms.The output is a complete set of idem-
po tent and prefix-preserving unifiers for s and t.The
unification of D-variable and CW-term is the same as

the unification in first-order logic.But the unification
of W-variable and the function including w orld-path
needs to consider the property of the accessibility rela-
tion.A general rule is using R-compatible substi tu-
tion.When the accessibili ty relation has no special

properties , R-compatible subst itutions are allowed to

substitute a partial wo rld-path w ith exactly one CW-
term for a W-variable.When the accessibility relation

is ref lexive , we add a R-compatible substitution

w  ※[ ] .R-compatible substi tut ions are allow ed to

substitute a partial w orld-path w ith at most one CW-
term fo r a W-variable.In addition , the unif icat ion

algorithm must consider all possibilities to remove W-
variables w by the substitution component w  ※[ ]
and to unify the CW-terms in the reduced wo rld-
paths pairw ise.When the accessibility relation is

symmetric , each W-valued funct ion symbol has an

associated inverse function.R-compatible substitu-
tions are allowed to substitute a partial w orld-path
w ith exactly one CW-term or an “inverse” CW-term
fo r a W-variable.Furthermo re , the unification alg o-
rithm must consider all possibilities to collapse a W-
variable w and its predecesso r t in the wo rld-path to

the empty path [ ] .When the accessibility relation is

t ransitive , R-compatible substitutions may substitute

arbi trary partial w orld-paths for a W-variable.

Theorem 3.[ 13] The unification algorithm termi-
nates and i t is sound and complete.

3　Extension rule method in modal logics

Here the central idea concerning prompting the

extension rule f rom proposition logic to P-logic is ex-
plained in brief.Then we reduce the problem in P-
log ic to a series of ground-level satisfiability in propo-
sition log ic.It starts wi th a weakened form of the

satisfiability problem (a partial instantiation) and

g radually strengthens it w ith further instantiations.
Unsat isf iabili ty at any point indicates unsatisfiability

of the original set .However , sat isf iabili ty indicates

the same for the o riginal set only if the satisfy ing e-
valuation is not “po tentially blocked” .

Definition 7.Let H 0 be the set of D-valued con-
stants(i.e.0-place D-valued funct ion symbols)of

the clause set in P-logic.If no D-valued constants

appear in , then H0 consists of a single D-valued
constant a(wa), where wa is the w orld-path of a.
For i=1 ,2 , …, let H i+1=Hi( )∪{f(w f , t 1 , …,
t n):f is an n-place D-valued function symbols f rom

D
n to D in , w f is the w orld-path of f , tj ∈

Hi()and j=1 , …, n}, then Hi is called i-th level

constant set of .H∞= ∪
∞

i=0
Hi()is the Herbrand

universe of and is called H-universe of for short.

Definition 8.Let be a P clause set , H be the

H-universe of and K
＊
=(H , , σh , R , θ, μ)be an

interpretation of in H .K ＊ is called a H-interpre-
tation of , if :
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K
＊(t)=σh(t)when t is a D-variable symbol

and σh assigns an element in the H-universe to t;

K
＊(t)=K ＊(w f)(f)(K

＊(t 1), …, K
＊(t n))

when t =f(w f , t1 , …, t n)and if f is a D-valued
function symbol , especially f is a 0-place D-valued
function symbol (i.e.D-valued constant symbol),
then K

＊
maps all the D-valued constant symbols in

to themselves;

K
＊
(t)=θ(0)when t=0;

K
＊(t)=μ(u)(K(w))when t=u(w)and

u is a W-variable symbol.

K
＊(t)=θ(g)(K ＊(w), K ＊(t 1), … ,

K
＊
(t n))when t=g(w , t 1 , … , tn)and g is a W-

valued function symbol.

Lemma 1.P-clause set is P-unsatisfiable if

and only if some finite conjunction of g round instances

of is P-unsatisfiable.

Definition 9.A P-formula F is M-P satisfiable

if there is some Herbrand interpretation K
＊
such that

every g round instance of F is true in K ＊o r contains a

D-term with nesting depth g reater than M .

Note that w hen w e calculate the depth , it does

not contain w orld-path.For example , the depth of

the term P(w , a)is 1.The depth is calculated in

this way in the sequel.

Definition 10.Let F , F′be P-fo rmulas.If F′
is an instantiation of F , then F is a generalization of

F′.Given a set G of formulas containing F , we say

that F is a most specific generalization of F′with re-
spect to G if F generalizes F′and is an instantiation

of every formula in G that generalizes F′.

Definition 11.Let E , F be tw o P-formulas.
They are variants if they can be unified by R-compat-
ible and prefix-stable renaming substi tution.

Definition 12.Let S be a mapping that associ-
ates each clause C of a P-formula F w ith an atom

S(C)of C.Let L(C)be the literal of C that con-
tains S(C).Then S is a satisfier mapping for F if ,
for some truth valuation v , v makes L(C)t rue fo r

every clause C in F .We refer to S(C)as the satisfi-
er of C.S(C)is a true satisfier if L(C)is S(C)
and a false one if L(C)is 」S(C).

A clause is t rue in a P-interpretation if and only

if that there exists at least a literal in the clause is

t rue.Satisfier mapping is the mapping that associates

each clause w ith a t rue disjunction.Intuitively , the
satisfier mapping has close connection to the model:
If w e find a model then we find at least a sat isf ier

mapping.In contrast , if we find a satisfier mapping

then w e find at least a model.

Definition 13.Given a sat isf ier mapping S for a

P-fo rmula F , a pai r of sat isf iers P(w , t), P(w′,
t′)are blocked if :

(1)P(w , t)is a t rue satisfier;

(2)P(w′, t′)is a false satisfier;

(3)P(w , t)and P(w′, t′)have a most gener-
al prefix-stable and R-compatible unifier , such that

P(w , t)λ=P(w′, t′)τ.

(4)There are clauses C and C′in F of w hich

P(w , t)and P(w′, t′)are satisfiers , and for w hich

either Cλgeneralizes no clause in F or C′τgeneral-
izes no clause in F.

A satisfier is blocked if i t is a member of a

blocked pair , and S is blocked if some satisfier is

blocked.

Definition 14.Given a sat isf ier mapping S for a

P-fo rmula F , a pai r of sat isf iers P(w , t), P(w′,
t′)are M-blocked if they are blocked and their most

general pref ix-stable and R-compatible unifier(λ, τ)
is such that P(w′, t′)contains no D-valued terms of

nesting depth strict ly greater than M.A satisfier is

M-blocked if it is the number of a M-blocked pair ,
and S is M-blocked if some sat isf ier is M-blocked.

Definition 15.Given a sat isf ier mapping S for a

P-fo rmula F , a pai r of sat isf iers P(w , t), P(w′,
t′)are potentially blocked if :

(1)P(w , t)appears positively in F;

(2)P(w′, t′)appears negatively in F;

(3)P(w , t)and P(w′, t′)have a most gener-
al prefix-stable and R-compatible unifier , such that

P(w , t)λ=P(w′, t′)τ;

(4)There are clauses C and C′in F of w hich

P(w , t)and P(w′, t′)are their atoms.

An atom is po tentially blocked if it is a member

of a potentially blocked pair , and F is potentially
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blocked if an atom is potent ially blocked.

Definition 16.Given a P-formula F , a pair of

satisfiers P(w , t), P(w′, t′) are M-po tentially
blocked if they are potentially blocked and their most

general prefix-stable and R-compatible unifier (λ, τ)
is such that P(w′, t′)contains no D-valued terms of

nesting depth st rictly g reater than M .

The difference betw een Definitions 13 and 15 is

that Definition 13 requires P(w , t)and P(w′, t′)
to be the satisfiers of the clauses , but Def inition 15

just requires P(w , t)and P(w′, t′)to appear in the

clauses.The connection between them is that if two

atoms are blocked then they are po tentially blocked

but the inverse does not hold.Similarly , if two atoms

are M-blocked then they are M-po tentially blocked

but neither does the inverse.

Lemma 2.A P-formula F that is M-P satisfi-
able fo r all M is satisf iable.Furthermo re , a M-P sat-
isfiable P-fo rmula is(M -1)-P satisfiable.

Proof.If a P-formula F is P-unsatisfiable , then
by Lemma 1 there is a finite conjunction of g round in-
stances that is P-unsatisfiable.Let M be the maxi-
mum nesting depth of atoms in these instances.Then
F is no t M-P satisfiable because i t is impossible to

make true every g round instance wi th depth less than

o r equal to M .

Suppose F is M-P satisfiable.In some Herbrand

interpretat ion of F , every g round instance is true o r

has nesting depth g reater than M .Then a fo rt io ri , in
this interpretation every g round instance is true o r has

nesting depth greater than M -1 , which implies

(M -1)-P satisfiable.Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.Given a P-formulae F =  x 1
 v 1C1 ∧ …∧  xm  vmCm , where xi is a D-vari-

able and vi is a W-variable.Let S be a satisfier map-
ping for the formula F′=C1 ∧ …∧ Cm.Then(a)if

S is not M-blocked , F is M-P satisfiable;(b)if S

is unblocked , F is P-satisfiable.

Proof.To establish(a), it suffices to show that

if S is not M-blocked , one can def ine a Herbrand in-
terpretation K ＊ such that every g round instance of F

is true in K
＊ or contains a term of depth strictly

g reater than M .Claim (b)follows from (a):if S is

unblocked , then i t is not M-blocked fo r any M .This
implies that F is M-P sat isf iable fo r any M , which is

tantamount to P-satisfiability , by Lemma 2.

Let K ＊ be defined as follow s.For any atom

P(wP , d)in the Herbrand base of F (i.e. M):

(a)P(wP , d)is true if P(wP , d)∈ M and F′
contains a t rue satisfier P(wP , t)that is a most spe-
cific generalization of P(wP , d)w ith respect to the

satisfiers of F′, but no false satisfier is a most specific

generalization of P(wP , d);(b)P(wP , d)is false

if P(wP , d)∈ M and F′contains a false sat isf ier

P(wP , t)that is a most specific generalization of

P(wP , d)w ith respect to the satisfiers of F′, but no

t rue sat isf ier that is a most specific generalization of

P(wP , d);(c)P (wP , d) is arbit rarily t rue or

false.No te that no ground predicate can assume both

a t rue and a false value.

We now show that any ground instance of any

clause of F is t rue in K ＊ or contains a term of depth

g reater than M .Let C= 」P1(w 1 , t 1)∨ …∨ 」
Pq(wq , tq)∨ Pq+1(wq+1 , t q+1)∨ …∨ Pm(w m , tm)
be any clause in F′and C0 =」P 1(w1 , d 1)∨ …∨

」 Pq (wq , dq)∨ Pq+1(wq+1 , dq+1)∨ … ∨
Pm(wm , dm)be any g round instance of C.(Note

that all literals of C0 need to be distinct.)

Of the clauses in F′that are most specific gener-
alizations of C0 w ith respect to the clauses in F′, at
least one of them C′is an instantiation of C(perhaps
C itself).Let
C′=」P1(w 1 , u1)∨ … ∨ 」Pq(wq , uq)

∨ Pq+1(wq+1 , uq+1)∨ … ∨ Pm(wm , um)

be one such clause.C′has a satisfier P i(w i , ui).
We claim that ei ther P i(w i , d i)inherits P i(w i ,
u i)' s truth value and therefore makes C0 t rue , or

else P i(w i , d i)∈/ M , which means C0 has a term

of depth g reater than M .To see this , consider the

follow ing tw o cases.

(1)P i(w i , ui)is no t blocked.We w ill show

that (a)no most specif ic satisfier that generalizes

P i(w i , d i)has a t ruth value opposi te to that of

P i(w i , u i);(b)some such satisfier has the same

truth value of P i(w i , u i).I t follow s that P i(w i , d i)
inherits P i(w i , u i)' s truth value and thereby makes

C0 t rue.

a)Suppose there is a most specif ic sat isf ier

P i(w i , gi)that generalizes P i(w i , d i)and has the

opposite truth value.Since P i(w i , d i)instantiates

both P i(w i , ui)and P i(w i , gi), the lat ter two have

a most general prefix-stable and R-compatible unified
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P i(w i , u′i )that generalize P i(w i , d i).We w rite

P i(w i , u′i)=P i(w i , u i)τ1 and observe that fo r

some subst itution τ2 , C′τ1τ2 =C0.We first note

that P i(w i , u′i)is mo re specif ic than P i(w i , u i).
This is because P i(w i , u i)and P i(w i , g i)have dif-
ferent truth values and are therefo re not variants of

each other.So if P i(w i , ui)and P i(w i , u′i)were

variants , P i(w i , gi)would not be a most specific

satisfier that generalizes P i(w i , d i).Next , we note

that because the pair P i(w i , u i)and P i(w i , g i)are

by assumption no t blocked , C′τ1 must generalize

some clause in F′.C′τ1 is more specific than C′,

since as just show n P(w i , u′i )=P(w i , u i)τ1 is

more specif ic than P(w i , u i).Also C′τ1 generalizes
C0 because C′τ1τ2=C0.But this cont radicts the as-

sumption that C′is a most specific generalization of

C0 that is an instantiation of C.So any most specific

satisfier that generalizes P i(w i , d i)must have the

same truth value as P i(w i , u i).

b)We now show that there in fact exists a most

specific sat isf ier that generalizes P i(w i , d i), which

by(a)must have the same truth value as P i(w i ,
u i).But this is clear , because some instantiation of

P i(w i , ui), perhaps P i(w i , u i)it self , is such a sat-

isfier.

(2)P i(w i , u i)is blocked but no t M-blocked.
There are tw o cases:

a)Fo r no satisfier P i(w i , u′i) that creates a

blockage w ith P i(w i , ui), P i(w i , d i)is an instance

of P i(w i , u′i).In this case , P i(w i , d i)inherits the

truth value of P i(w i , u i), as desired.

b)For some sat isf ier P i(w i , u′i)that creates a

blockage w ith P i(w i , ui), P i(w i , d i)is an instance

of P i(w i , u′i ).Then P i(w i , ui)and P i(w i , u′i)
have a most general prefix-stable and R-compatible u-
nifier(τ, λ)such that P i(w i , d i)is an instance of

P i(w i , u′i)τ.But because P i(w i , u i)and P i(w i ,

u′i)are not M-blocked , P i(w i , ui)∈/ M , which

implies P i(w i , d i)∈/ M .Q.E.D.

When we w ant to prove a modal fo rmula , we
translate it into P-logic fo rmula firstly and then check

the satisfiability by algorithm PRPPI (P-logic revised

primal partial instantiat ion).

Algorithm PRPPI

Let F = x 1  v 1C1 ∧ …∧  xm vmCm be a

P-logic formula.

(1)Set F0 ∶=C1 ∧ … ∧ Cm , K ∶=0 , and

M ∶=0.

(2)Call ER1 algorithm to check Fk ' s satisfia-
bility.

(3)If Fk is unsatisfiable , then stop:F is unsat-
isf iable.

Otherwise , if Fk is not po tentially blocked , then
stop:F is satisfiable.

Otherwise , if Fk is no t M-potentially blocked ,
then Fk is M-satisfiable.Let M ∶=M+1 and repeat

step(3).

(4)(F is M-potentially blocked)Let Ch and Ci
be two clauses , which are M-po tentially blocked , in
Fk and let (λ, τ)be a most general pref ix-stable and

R-compatible unifier of two corresponding atoms in

Ch and Ci .Set Fk+1∶=Fk ∧ Chλ∧ C iτ, K ∶=K +
1 , and go to step(2).

Theorem 5.A P-fo rmula F is P-sat isf iable (or

M-P satisfiable)if and only if F ∧ ∧
K
k=1Fτk is P-sat-

isf iable(or M-P satisfiable , respectively), for any set

of prefix-stable and R-compatible substi tutions τ1 ,
… , τk .

Theorem 6.Let P-formula F = x 1  v 1C1 ∧
…∧  xm  vmCm , where xi is a D-variable and v i
is a W-variable.If F′=C1 ∧ …∧ Cm is P-unsat isf i-
able w hen being regarded as a proposition formula in

w hich variants of the same atom are identified , then
F is P-unsatisfiable.

Theorem 7.If a fixed upper bound M ＊ is placed

on M , the algorithm PRPPI terminates after a f inite

number of steps.

The ideas of the above three theo rems are very

similar to Theorem 5.7 , Theorem 5.8 and Theo rem

5.5 in Ref .[ 21] .We can get their proofs by simu-
lating the proof of Theo rem 4.We omit their proofs

because of the limi tation of the space.

Theorem 8.(Soundness)The algorithm PRPPI

indicates(a)unsatisfiability only if F is unsatisfiable;
(b)satisfiability only if F is satisfiable;(c)M-satis-
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f iabili ty only if F is M-satisfiable.

Proof.(a)If PRPPI indicates unsatisfiability ,
then in the last step it generates a formula Fk that is

unsatisfiable w hen regarded as a proposition formula

in w hich variants of atoms are identified.Then by

Theo rems 5 and 6 , F is unsatisf iable;(b)if PRPPI

indicates sat isf iabili ty , then there must exist a formu-
la Fk which is satisfiable and potent ially unblocked ,
so it obtains fo r a formula Fk an unblocked satisfier

mapping.Then F is satisfiable , by Theorems 4 and

5;(c)if PRPPI indicates M-satisfiability , then it

obtains for a formula Fk a satisfier mapping that is not

M-blocked.Then F is M-satisfiable , by Theorems 4

and 5.Q.E.D.

Theorem 9.(Completeness)If F is unsatisfi-
able , then PRPPI terminates w ith an indication of

unsatisfiability .

Proof.Because F is unsatisf iable , by Lemma 2

there is an M
＊ such that F is not M-satisfiable fo r

any M ≥M ＊.By Theo rem 8 , PRPPI w ill no t indi-
cate M-satisfiability.So the execution of the algo-
rithm is unaffected by placing an upper bound M ＊ on

M , which means by Theorem 7 that the algo rithm

terminates.By Theo rem 8 it terminates w ith an indi-
cation of unsatisfiability .Q.E.D.

Based on the extension rule Algorithm RPPI in

first-o rder logic , we obtain the Algorithm PRPPI.
The differences betw een RPPI and PRPPI are:First-
ly , the objection they deal w ith is dif ferent , Algo-
rithm RPPI t reats the fo rmula in first-order logic but

Alg orithm PRPPI treats the formula in P-logic.Sec-
ondly , we call the Algorithm ER1 we have improved

above in the second step.Thirdly , we consider the

situation w hen Fk is M-satisfiable in the third step.
Hence w e can conclude that the algorithm must ter-
minate if we place an upper bound M

＊ on M .At

last , (λ, τ)is a most general prefix-stable and R-
compatible unifier in the fourth step.

4　Example

We illust rate the ex tension rule based TP in

modal logics by an example in this section.

Example 2.Prove Löb' s Axioms ◆(◆G ※G)
※◆G imply the formula ◆P ※◆◆P that charac-
terizes t ransitive accessibility relations in the modal

sy stem D .Let G =P ∧ ◆P .The theorem to be

proved is F =(◆(◆(P ∧ ◆P)※(P ∧ ◆P))※

◆(P ∧ ◆P))※(◆P ※◆◆P).

Step 1:Negat ion of F y ields:
」((◆(◆(P ∧ ◆P)※(P ∧ ◆P))
　　※◆(P ∧ ◆P))※(◆P ※◆◆P)).

Step 2:The negation normal fo rm of 」F is:
(◎(◆(P ∧ ◆P)∧ (」P ∨ ◎ 」P))
　 ∨ ◆(P ∧ ◆P))∧ (◆P ∧ ◎◎ 」P)).

Step 3:Translation into P-logic syntax:
(( u(P[ 0au] ∧  vP[ 0 auv])
　　 ∧ (」P[ 0 a] ∨ 」P[ 0ab]))
　　 ∨  w(P[ 0w ] ∧  xP[ 0w x]))
　　 ∧ ( yP[ 0y] ∧ 」P[ 0cd]).

Step 4:Conjunction normal form:
 u(P[ 0au] ∧  vP[ 0auv ])
　　 ∧ (」P[ 0a] ∨ 」P[ 0ab]
　　 ∨  w(P[ ow ]))
　　 ∧ (」P[ 0a] ∨ 」P[ 0ab] ∨  xP[ 0wx] )
　　 ∧  yP[ 0y ] ∧ 」P[ 0cd] .
Eliminating the universal quant if iers gives the usual

clause notation:
C1:P[ 0au]
C2:P[ 0auv]

C3:」P[ 0a] , 」P[ 0ab] , P[ 0w ]
C4:」P[ 0a] , 」P[ 0ab] , P[ 0wx ]

C5:P[ 0y]
C6:」P[ 0cd] .

Step 5:Applying the extension rule Algori thm

PRPPI:

Running fi rst ly:

1)F0=C1 ∧ C2 ∧ C3 ∧ C4 ∧ C5 ∧ C6.

2)Call Algo rithm ER1: ={C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 ,
C5 , C6}, we have ={ }by pure-literal rule , so it

indicates satisfiability .

3)F0 is 0-potentially blocked.

4)Let C3 and C5 be two clauses that are 0-po-
tentially blocked.{ , y ※a}is a most general pre-
fix- stable and R-compatible unif ier of atom

」P[ 0a] and P [ 0y ] .Let F 1 =F0 ∧ C7 ∧ C8 ,
where C7=P[ 0a] and C8=」P[ 0a] .

Running secondly:

1)F0=C1 ∧ C2 ∧ C3 ∧ C4∧ C5 ∧ C6 ∧ C7 ∧ C8.
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2)Call algorithm ER1: ={C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 ,
C5 , C6 , C7 , C8}, we have ={」P[ 0a] , P[ 0a]}
by pure-literal rule and inclusion rule , so it indicates

unsatisfiability .

Because F1 is unsatisfiable , the algorithm termi-
nates and indicates unsatisfiability.

5　Conclusions

Concerning the automated theo rem proving in

modal logics , there are approximately three w ay s at

present.One is the method based on tableaux , such
as the tableau system in epistemic logic we present-
ed[ 22] .The second one is ex tending the resolution to

modal logics di rectly , such as our w ork marked reso-
lution

[ 19—21]
.The thi rd one is the method based on

translation
[ 12 ,13 , 23]

.It translates the modal fo rmulae

into classical formulae first ly , and then uses classical

reasoning methods w hich are almost resolut ion meth-
ods[ 24] .Because the ex tension rule theorem proving is

not only a new reasoning method but also a method

“complement” to resolut ion based theorem proving ,
which is more ef ficient w hen there are mo re comple-
mentary li terals[ 1] .Therefo re , we believe that it is a

very signif icant attempt to combine the translation

method and the extension rule TP.
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